Heat Shrinkable Insulating Tubing
QA Part Number INS046-6

For wire wrap and wire jack sockets and termination pins on 0.050” [1.27mm] centers and smaller, QA Technology now offers heat shrinkable insulating tubing. Using the tubing on every other connection prevents adjacent sockets from shorting together.

Available in blue 24” [610 mm] lengths, this tubing is stiffer than other types, making installation easier. Cut lengths to completely cover the wire wrap or wire jack applications.

The blue tubing helps identify progress during the insulation operation. Shrinking the tubing with a heat gun is recommended but not essential.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

For detailed installation instructions, including wire wrapping and unwrapping procedures, see our Application Note.

ORDERING

Order INS046-6 Heat Shrinkable Tubing here.

For more information or pricing, please contact one of our Customer Service Team members at 603-926-0348 or sales@qatech.com.